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Abstract—This paper presents a novel CNN-RNN based approach, which exploits multiple CNN features for dimensional emotion recognition in-the-wild, utilizing the One-Minute Gradual-Emotion (OMG-Emotion) dataset. Our approach includes first pre-training with the relevant and large in size, Aff-Wild and Aff-Wild2 emotion databases. Low-, mid- and high-level features are extracted from the trained CNN component and are exploited by RNN subnets in a multi-task framework. Their outputs constitute an intermediate level prediction; final estimates are obtained as the mean or median values of these predictions. Fusion of the networks is also examined for boosting the obtained performance, at Decision-, or at Model-level; in the latter case a RNN was used for the fusion. Our approach, although using only the visual modality, outperformed state-of-the-art methods that utilized audio and visual modalities. Some of our developments have been submitted to the OMG-Emotion Challenge, ranking second among the technologies which used only visual information for valence estimation; ranking third overall. Through extensive experimentation, we further show that arousal estimation is greatly improved when low-level features are combined with high-level ones.

Index Terms—Deep convolutional and recurrent neural architectures; CNN plus Multi RNN; low-, mid-, high-level features; multi-CNN feature extraction and aggregation; multi-task learning; facial image analysis; valence; arousal; emotion recognition in-the-wild; AffWildNet; AffWild and AffWild2 emotion databases; OMG-Emotion database and Challenge.

1 INTRODUCTION

Automatic analysis of facial behaviour is the cornerstone of many application areas, including Human-Computer and Robot Interaction, Pervasive Computing, Ambient Intelligence and Virtual Reality. The research area of facial behaviour analysis includes the problems of: i) the recognition of the so-called six universal expressions (i.e., Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Sad, Surprise), plus Neutral, influenced by the seminal work of Ekman [12], ii) the recognition of spontaneous expressions including mental states (pain intensity [17] and compound expressions [10]), iii) the detection of the facial Action Units (AU) and estimation of their intensity, according to the Facial Action Coding System [11] which provides a standardised taxonomy of facial muscles’ movements, iv) the detection of micro-expressions, and v) the estimation of facial affect in a continuous dimensional space (e.g., valence and arousal). Related research can assist in flagging complex behavioral patterns such as deception, depression, autism, spectrum disorders and schizophrenia [1], [20], [27], [44], [56], [57].

The main focus of this paper is on dimensional emotion models, which are appropriate to represent not only extreme, but also subtle emotions appearing in everyday human-computer interactions. According to the dimensional approach [55] [60], affective behavior is described by a number of latent continuous dimensions. The most commonly used dimensions include valence (indicating how positive or negative an emotional state is) and arousal (measuring the power of emotion activation). Valence and arousal relate readily to specific functions of regions of the brain [16], [42], [58]; the parietal region of the right hemisphere appears to play a special role in the mediation of arousal, whereas the frontal regions appear to play a special role in emotional valence. A third dimension, tension, is also introduced but often excluded due to difficulties in consistently identifying what the dimension describes: tension, control, or potency (dominance). Fig. 1 shows the 2-D Valence-Arousal Space, introduced in [51]. Estimation of valence and arousal continuous values related to affect constitutes the problem examined in the following.

Fig. 1: The 2-D Valence-Arousal Space, as seen in [36]

In order to facilitate research on the above problems, many databases have been generated and annotated, most
of which are in well-controlled conditions. In the beginning, data and annotations were scarce, hence research relied on extracting highly engineered handcrafted features and designing ad-hoc learning strategies [40], [41], [48], [52]. Naturally, as the amount of data and annotations grew, research has started to capitalise on data-intensive technologies, such as deep learning [5], [6], [19], [21]–[23], [26], [37].

It is now widely accepted, in both the computer vision and machine learning communities, that progress in a particular application domain is significantly catalysed when a large number of datasets are collected in unconstrained conditions (also referred as “in-the-wild” data). Hence, facial analysis could not only focus on spontaneous behaviors, but also on behaviors captured in unconstrained conditions. In-the-wild dimensional databases have been generated, such as the audiovisual OMG-Emotion Dataset [3], Aff-Wild [61] [28], Aff-Wild2 [33] [29] [31] [25] and SEWA [53] ones, as well as AffectNet [43] which includes only static images.

Regarding the pipeline of facial behavior analysis, the standard paradigm has been to: i) detect and/or track the face in an image sequence, ii) detect and/or track facial landmarks, iii) extract handcrafted features3, either around the landmarks, or on the face region as a whole, and iv) use the features and the landmarks for classification/regression using affective labels. Recently this paradigm has shifted from utilizing handcrafted features to utilizing features learned by deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and/or Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). This shift was motivated by the striking performance achieved when utilizing deep neural networks (DNNs) in a variety of emotion recognition tasks [9], [14], [32], [45], [62].

In this paper, we address the issue of estimating valence and arousal utilizing the One-Minute-Gradual Emotion Dataset (OMG-Emotion Dataset), based on visual information only. We present novel deep neural architectures that provide best performance in valence and arousal estimation, as well as the submissions we made to the OMG-Emotion Challenge, which were ranked very high, especially for valence estimation.

The first main contribution of this paper is the development of CNN plus multi-RNN architectures for valence and arousal estimation in a multi-task optimization formulation. In this formulation, low-, mid- and high-level features are extracted from different layers of the CNN part and passed as input to the RNN part. The intuition for this is that these features include rich information which can be advantageous for the studied task.

These architectures are of two different types; in the first, the features extracted from, say, K CNN layers are concatenated and passed as input to a single RNN, whereas in the other, they are passed to K RNNs. In the experimental section, it is shown that the latter type outperformed all other developed architectures and even state-of-the-art networks that used not only the visual, but also the audio modality. Our work deviates from others, such as [5], [8], [37], that either: i) use standard CNN-RNN networks in which the output of the CNN is passed to the RNN, or ii) apply ensemble methodologies, using features extracted from many CNN networks (but not using features from multiple layers of the same network) and fusing them.

Both facial images and landmarks (after applying a Procrustes Analysis) are provided as inputs to these architectures. Additionally, ensemble formulations are proposed, using different levels of fusion (Model- or Decision-level) on the proposed architectures; these formulations are shown to further boost the obtained performance. In model-level fusion, our proposal is to perform fusion through a RNN instead of the typical fully connected layer.

Another contribution of this work is the approach to fit the developed architectures to the OMG-Emotion dataset characteristics and in particular to the dataset’s annotation at utterance level. To deal with this, we split each utterance into sequences, which were individually processed by the above architectures. The mean or median of the predicted valence-arousal values were computed per sequence. Then, the means/medians were averaged at utterance level to provide the final valence and arousal estimates. This procedure deviates from related works that uniformly (or randomly) sample a constant number of frames from each utterance, assign to each of them the annotation value of the utterance and compute the prediction per frame [8].

An additional contribution of this work is the pre-training of the proposed architectures on the large-scale emotionally rich Aff-Wild database and on its larger extension, the Aff-Wild2. Other works [50], [59], [63] used networks that were not pre-trained on same task (valence-arousal estimation) but on other tasks (face recognition, object detection). The pre-training on these specific databases provided our developed architectures with the ability to effectively capture the dynamics of the OMG-Emotion in-the-wild dataset and thus provided a better performance.

The main findings of our approach have been: i) low-level features when combined with high-level ones in our CNN plus multi-RNN architectures, helped in boosting the networks’ performance in arousal estimation; ii) CNN plus multi-RNN architectures outperformed standard CNN plus RNN ones showing that features extracted from previous layers contain useful and rich information for valence-arousal prediction; iii) better results were obtained when the features extracted from previous layers were processed by independent RNNs instead of being concatenated and fed to a single RNN; iv) better results were obtained when using a RNN instead of a fully connected layer for model-level fusion; v) when using the visual modality, network performance for valence estimation is much higher than the corresponding for arousal estimation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work and existing state-of-the-art methods for facial expression recognition with emphasis on the dimensional model of affect. Section 3 gives a brief description of the databases used in our experiments, i.e., OMG-Emotion Dataset, Aff-Wild and Aff-Wild2 databases. Section 4 presents the pre-processing steps which were essential to obtain a common input representation for analysis. Section 5 presents the developed methods, i.e., the created novel deep neural architectures, including ensembles and fusion of networks, for valence-arousal estimation. Section 6 describes specific implementation details that we followed to
achieve the best results. Section 7 provides an evaluation of our approach by analysing the obtained results and presenting comparisons with other methods, in terms of achieved performance. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclusions.

2 RELATED WORK

One of the first deep learning architectures for valence and arousal estimation was proposed in [19]. In this work, both frame-based CNN and CNN plus RNN architectures were proposed and compared. The CNN consisted of 3 convolutional layers; the first two layers were followed by max pooling layers and the third by a quadrant pooling layer. A fully connected layer was then used, followed by the output layer. The CNN plus RNN architectures consisted of the previously described CNN network (keeping its weights fixed) without the top regression layer, followed by a single RNN layer that gave the final estimates. This methodology achieved very high valence and arousal correlations in a part of the RECOLA database [54].

The authors in [6] explored and fused different handcrafted and deep learning features from all available modalities (acoustic, visual, and textual). They also considered the interlocutor influence (a person’s influence on the interacting partner’s behaviors) for the acoustic features.

In more detail, the authors extracted: i) from the acoustic modality, hand-crafted features, such as MFCCs, lowness, F0, jitter, shimmer and features learned from the SoundNet [2], ii) from the visual modality, features learned from VGGFACE [49] and DenseNet that had been pre-trained on the FER+ [4] dataset (annotated in terms of the basic expressions), and iii) from the textual modality, word vectors that were used as features. All those features were fused and passed as input to a LSTM network that produced the estimates for valence, arousal and likability. This approach was the winning of AVEC 2017 Challenge that utilized the SEWA database.

The authors of [5] presented the FATAUVA-Net method, which is a deep learning framework in which a core layer, an attribute layer, an AU layer and a valence-arousal layer were trained sequentially. The core layer was a series of convolutional layers, followed by the attribute layer which extracted facial area’s features (face, eye, eyebrow, mouth). These layers were used in supervised learning of AUs. Finally, AUs were employed as mid-level representations to estimate the intensity of valence and arousal. This methodology produced the highest results of the First Affect-in-the-wild Challenge [28] which was the first challenge on the estimation of valence and arousal in-the-wild, using the Aff-Wild database for recognition of affect.

Best results in the Aff-Wild database have been obtained by the authors of [24] [28]. In these works, the authors performed a large number of experiments, training CNN and CNN-RNN networks on the Aff-Wild for emotion recognition. The best performing network, AffWildNet, consists of the convolutional and pooling parts of the ResNet-50 network [15], followed by a fully connected layer, a 2-layer GRU [7] and the output layer that provided the final valence-arousal estimates. This network was further fine-tuned on the RECOLA and AFEW-VA databases, producing state-of-the-art performance.

Table 1 provides a summary of the performance of the above-described methods on the respective databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Databases Used</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>partial of RECOLA as used in the AVEC Challenge</td>
<td>CNN-RNN visual only: (conv + max-pool) x2 + conv + quadrant-pool + RNN</td>
<td>Valence: RMSE = 0.107, PCC = 0.554, CCC = 0.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>SEWA</td>
<td>[1] audio: handcrafted + SoundNet features (2) visual VGG-FACE + DenseNet features (3) text word vectors – features fusion of (1), (2), (3) + LSTM</td>
<td>Valence - Arousal: RMSE = 0.081 - 0.086, PCC = 0.758 - 0.702, CCC = 0.756 - 0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Aff-Wild</td>
<td>1) core layer: series of core layers 2) attribute layer: facial features 3) AU layer 4) Valence &amp; Arousal layer</td>
<td>Valence - Arousal: MSE = 0.123 - 0.095, CCC = 0.396 - 0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>Aff-Wild; whole RECOLA; AFEW-VA</td>
<td>AffWildNet: ResNet-50 + FC + GRU</td>
<td>CCC: Valence - Arousal Aff-Wild: 0.570 - 0.430, RECOLA: 0.526 - 0.273, AFEW-VA: 0.533 - 0.556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 THE UTILIZED IN-THE-WILD DIMENSIONAL EMOTION DATABASES

In this Section we provide a short description of the Aff-Wild and its extension Aff-Wild2 database, which have been used to pre-train the developed deep neural network architectures, as well as the OMG-Emotion database, analysis of which is the target of this paper.

3.1 Aff-Wild Database

The Aff-Wild database [28] [61] has been the first large scale captured in-the-wild database that has been annotated by 8 lay experts with regards to valence and arousal. It consists of 298 videos and displays reactions of 200 subjects, with a total video duration of more than 30 hours. The total number of frames in this database is 1,224,100. Regarding subjects’ gender, 130 are male and 70 female. The Aff-Wild database served as benchmark for the Aff-Wild Challenge, organized in conjunction with CVPR 2017. The aim for this database was to collect spontaneous facial behaviors in arbitrary recording conditions. To this end, the videos were collected using Youtube. The main keyword that was used to retrieve the videos was reaction.

3.2 Aff-Wild2 Database

The Aff-Wild database has recently been augmented with new Youtube videos having a total length of 13 hours and 5 minutes, thus forming the Aff-Wild2 database [29], [31], [33]. This database has been the basis for the ABAW Competition [25]. The aim has been to extend the spontaneous facial behaviors in arbitrary recording conditions met in Aff-Wild, whilst significantly increasing the number of different subjects in it. All the additional videos have been annotated by four experts and contain a wide range in subjects’ age (from babies and young children, to elderly people); ethnicity (subjects are caucasian, hispanic or latino, asian, black, or african american); profession (e.g. actors, athletes, politicians, journalists); head pose; illumination conditions; occlusions; emotions. In total, Aff-Wild2 consists of 558 videos with 2,786,201 frames. 11 out of those videos display

TABLE 1: State-of-the-art algorithms for valence-arousal estimation, their performances and utilized databases
two subjects, all of which have been annotated. The total number of subjects is 458, with 279 of them being male and 179 female.

### 3.3 OMG-Emotion Dataset

The One-Minute Gradual-Emotional Behavior dataset (OMG-Emotion dataset) [3] contains in-the-wild videos from Youtube where emotion expressions emerge and develop over time based on monologued scenarios. Figure 2 shows some frames from this dataset, with various people displaying different emotions under many occasions/circumstances. This dataset is annotated in terms of valence and arousal and also contains a large number of different identities.

The OMG-Emotion dataset served as a benchmark for the One-Minute Gradual-Emotion Recognition (OMG-Emotion) Challenge 2, held jointly with the Special Session on Neural Models for Behavior Recognition at the WCCI/IJCNN 2018. In particular, the dataset is split into training, validation and test sets in a subject independent manner, meaning that each subject appears strictly in only one of these sets. The training set consists of 231 videos composed of 2442 utterances, the validation set consists of 60 videos composed of 617 utterances and the test set consists of 204 videos composed of 2229 utterances. Each utterance has an average length of 8 seconds and each video has an average length of around 1 minute.

For annotating the collected data, the Amazon Mechanical Turk tool was used, resulting, on average, in five independent annotations per utterance. Each annotator was given the full contextual information of the video up to that point when annotating the dataset. That means that each annotator could take into consideration not only the visual and audio information but also the context of each video, i.e. what was spoken in the current and previous utterances through the context clips provided by the annotation tool. In this manner, each annotation is based on multimodal information.

Each utterance was given a specific valence and arousal value, based on the gold standard of the five annotations. Valence annotations range in $[-1, 1]$, whereas arousal ones range in $[0, 1]$. In Fig. 3, on top row are the 2-D histograms of the annotations in the OMG-Emotion training, validation and test sets, respectively, and in the bottom row are the corresponding datasets’ annotations’ distributions.

Additionally, this dataset contains categorical annotations for each utterance; transcripts of what was spoken in each of the videos are also provided.

### 4 PRE-PROCESSING: FACE DETECTION & ALIGNMENT, IMAGE RESIZING & NORMALIZATION

Data pre-processing consists of all processing steps that are required for starting the extraction of meaningful features from the data. The usual steps are face detection, face alignment, image resizing and image normalization. The first step is to extract face bounding boxes from all video frames. In order to do so, we used the Deformable Part

---

2. https://www2.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/wtm/omgchallenges/omg_emotion2018_session.html

---

Fig. 2: Sample images from the OMG-Emotion dataset showing people displaying various in-the-wild emotions

Fig. 3: Histograms (on the top row) and Distributions (on the bottom row) in the 2-D Valence-Arousal space of utterance-level annotations of the training (in green), validation (in red) and test (in blue) OMG-Emotion sets
Model (DPM) detector fflid2 [39] that has proven to be highly efficient and accurate for face detection in-the-wild.

For face alignment, we extracted facial landmarks and implemented the Generalized Procrustes Analysis [13]. In our implementations, we first used the facial landmark detector inside the dlib library [18] to locate 68 facial landmarks in all frames. We used as reference and rigid points, 5 anchor points that corresponded to the location of the left eye, right eye, nose and mouth in a prototypical frontal face. For every frame, we used its 5 facial landmarks corresponding to the location of the same facial components; we performed Procrustes transformation, which eliminates in-plane rotation, isotropic scaling and translation, on the coordinates of these 5 landmarks and the coordinates of the 5 landmarks of the frontal face; we imposed this transformation to the whole new frame to perform the alignment. All cropped and aligned images were then resized to 96 × 96 × 3 pixel resolution and their intensity values were normalized to the range [−1, 1]. Those images, along with the 68 facial landmarks, were then used as inputs for training our networks, as described in the following Section.

5 The Developed Architectures

This section presents the proposed framework for dimensional emotion recognition, by describing the CNN, the standard CNN plus RNN, the proposed CNN plus Multi RNN architectures and then an ensemble methodology for fusion.

In all architectures presented in this Section, we compared a uni-task learning approach, independently for valence and arousal, to multi-task learning approach. The latter provided better performance in estimation of both affective dimensions. This result is in agreement with [47] which claims that there exist inter-correlations between the valence and arousal emotion dimensions. This relation between emotion dimensions in isolation, (i.e., without including features), has been well-supported by related research in psychology [35] [34]. That is the reason why in the following, we focus on the multi-task case.

5.1 CNN architectures

We experimented with three state-of-the-art networks: VGG-Face, ResNet-50 and DenseNet-121. These networks were first pre-trained either on the Aff-Wild or the Aff-Wild2 database and then trained on the OMG-Emotion training set. To design the structure of these networks, we took into account the procedure used to annotate the OMG-Emotion dataset. According to this, each utterance was labeled with a single pair of valence and arousal values. We split each utterance into smaller parts-sequences, each consisting of the same number of consecutive frames. Then, we assigned to each of those parts-sequences of frames, the label of the corresponding utterance.

Training of the CNN networks was performed as shown in Fig.4. In more detail, each CNN was provided with an input sequence and was trained to predict, for each frame in the sequence, the respective valence-arousal pair of values. The 68 facial landmarks (per each frame of the input sequence) were also provided as additional inputs to the CNN networks. The final valence (arousal) prediction was computed as the mean, or median (both approaches were considered) of the per-frame valence (arousal) values in that sequence.

In Fig.4, the CNN structure can be any of the VGG-FACE, ResNet-50 and DenseNet-121 ones. In the VGG-FACE CNN case, the landmarks were concatenated with the outputs of the last pooling layer of the network and were given as input to the first fully connected layer, that consisted of 4096 units. In this way, both outputs and landmarks were mapped to the same feature space, before performing the prediction. In the ResNet-50 (and DenseNet-121) case, the landmarks were concatenated with the averaged pooled features of the ResNet-50 (DenseNet-121) network and were given as input to a fully connected layer consisting of 1500 units. This layer was followed by the output layer which provided the final estimates for valence-arousal pair.

5.2 Standard CNN plus RNN architectures

In order to consider the contextual information in the data and more specifically the temporal dependencies of facial expressions in each utterance, we designed standard CNN plus RNN architectures. In the following we present the different CNN-RNN architectures that we have developed and used in the experimental study. In these architectures, the output of the CNN’s last pooling layer is being fed to a fully connected layer, whose output constitutes the input of the RNN layers. These architectures were pre-trained on either the Aff-Wild, or the Aff-Wild2 databases. We then used two different strategies for training these architectures: i) keeping the CNN weights fixed and training the remaining architecture (i.e., the fully connected layers and the RNNs), or ii) training the whole architecture in an end-to-end manner (by jointly training the CNN and RNN parts). The latter approach provided the best results.

5.2.1 AffWildNet

At first, we considered the AffWildNet [28] as the best performing network on the Aff-Wild database and re-trained it on the OMG-Emotion database. As shown in Table 2, the AffWildNet is a CNN-RNN network consisting of the convolutional and pooling parts of ResNet-50 followed by a fully connected layer of 1500 units, followed by a 2-layer GRU, with each layer having 128 units. In this architecture, the landmarks are concatenated with the averaged pooled features of the ResNet-50 and being fed as input to the fully connected layer consisting of 1500 units. Similarly to the CNN case described in the previous Subsection, the CNN-RNN network receives an input sequence of frames, then predicts, for each frame, the valence-arousal values and finally computes the mean, or median, of these values, which is the final estimate. This architecture is the same as in Fig.4 if one replaces the CNN network with the CNN-RNN (i.e., the AffWildNet).

5.2.2 DenseNet-RNN

We also used a DenseNet-RNN structure that is quite similar to that of the AffWildNet described in the previous Subsection. The only difference is that it uses the DenseNet-121 network’s convolutional and pooling layers.
5.3 CNN plus Multi-RNN networks

In general, features extracted from the low CNN layers contain rich, complete and time varying information, whilst high-level features are highly specific and characteristic of the specific problem studied. Taking this into account, we have developed and used CNN plus Multi-RNN networks; these networks extract low-, mid- and high-level features from different layers of the CNN and pass them through RNNs. These networks are split into two different types through different methodologies: the first, referred as CNN-1RNN, concatenates the extracted features from 3 CNN layers and passes them to a single RNN, whereas the other, referred as CNN-3RNN, processes them independently through 3 RNN subnets.

It should be mentioned that we also tested other networks: CNN-2RNN (extracting features from 2 CNN layers and pass them independently to 2 RNNs); CNN-2RNN-1FC (similarly as before, with the outputs from the 2 RNNs being concatenated and passed to a fully connected layer; in this way they are both mapped to the same feature space, before performing the final prediction); CNN2-to-1RNN (extracting features from 2 CNN layers, concatenating them and passing them as input to a single RNN); CNN-3RNN-1FC (the outputs from the 3 RNNs being concatenated and passed to a fully connected layer, before performing the final prediction). These architectures provided performance that was around 4-5% lower than the performance of the CNN-1RNN and CNN-3RNN networks, presented next in this Section.

5.3.1 CNN-3RNN networks

The CNN-3RNN networks include the convolutional and pooling layers of VGG-FACE, followed by a fully connected layer of 4096 units. The 68 facial landmarks are concatenated with the features extracted from the last pooling layer of VGG-FACE and are passed to this fully connected layer. Then, low-, mid- and high-level features are extracted and each one is processed by a 2-layer GRU network that predicts the valence and arousal values. Each GRU layer comprises 128 units. Similarly to the architectures described in Subsection 5.3, the CNN-3RNN networks are provided with an input sequence of frames (and the corresponding landmarks of each frame), predicting, for each frame, the valence-arousal values; their mean, or median constitute the final estimates.

Fig.5 presents an example of CNN-3RNN networks, named CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc. In this network: i) the features extracted from the fully connected layer are passed as input to a RNN network, denoted $RNN_1$ in Fig.5; ii) the features extracted from the last pooling layer (before being concatenated with the landmarks) are passed as input to a second RNN network, denoted $RNN_2$ in Fig.5; iii) the features extracted from the second pooling layer (following the fourth convolutional layer) are passed as input to another RNN network, denoted $RNN_3$ in Fig.5. Fig.6 depicts the exact structure of the afore-mentioned $RNN_i$, $i \in \{1, 2, 3\}$, networks. All networks have the same structure; a 2-layer GRU network, with each layer having 128 units. Next, the outputs of the 3 RNNs are concatenated and passed to the output layer that performs the valence-arousal prediction. As shown in the experimental Section 7, this network based on the features extracted from these specific layers provided the best results in these type of networks.

5.3.2 CNN-1RNN networks

The CNN-1RNN types of networks consist of the convolutional and pooling layers of VGG-FACE, followed by a fully connected layer of 4096 units. The 68 facial landmarks are concatenated with the features extracted from the last pooling layer of VGG-FACE and are passed to this fully connected layer. Then, low-, mid- and high-level features are extracted, concatenated and passed to a 2-layer GRU network that predicts the valence and arousal values. Each GRU layer comprises 128 units. Similarly to the other architectures described above, the CNN-1RNN networks are provided with an input sequence of frames (and the corresponding landmarks of each frame), predicting, for each frame, the valence-arousal values; their mean, or median, are the final estimates.

Fig.7 presents one example of CNN-1RNN networks, which we call CNN-1RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc. In this
network, the features extracted from: i) the second pooling layer (following the fourth convolutional), ii) the last pooling layer (following the 13th convolutional and before being concatenated with the landmarks) and iii) the fully connected layer, are concatenated and passed to the RNN. As shown in the experimental Section 7, this network based on the features extracted from these specific layers provided the best results in these type of networks.

5.4 Ensemble Methodology

In this Subsection we describe an ensemble approach which fuses the developed networks at: i) Model-level and ii) Decision-level. Model-level fusion is based on concatenating the high level features extracted by different networks, whilst Decision-level fusion is based on weighted averaging the predictions provided by different networks. On the one hand, Model-level fusion takes advantage of the mutual information in the data. On the other hand, the averaging procedure in Decision-level fusion reduces variance in the ensemble regressor (thus achieving higher robustness), while preserving the relative importance of each individual model.

5.4.1 Model-level Fusion

Let us consider the CNN-1RNNs and CNN-3RNNs described in the previous Subsection. We concatenate the
outputs of all the RNNs in the above networks and provide them, as input, either: i) to another single RNN layer with 128 GRU units, or ii) to a fully connected layer with 128 units; the output layer follows. We denote the resulting networks as Model-level Fusion + RNN and Model-level Fusion + FC, respectively. Similarly to the previous Subsections, for each frame in the input sequence of frames, this model-level fusion network predicts the valence-arousal values and then computes their mean, or median, as final estimates.

5.4.2 Decision-level Fusion
Let us consider again the CNN-1RNNs and CNN-3RNNs described above. The final valence (arousal) estimate $O^{dec.-level}_{i,v,a}$ (or $O^{dec.-level}_{i,v,a}$), is computed as a weighted average of the final valence (arousal) estimates, $o^{n}_v (o^{n}_a)$, of these networks; each weight is proportional to the corresponding network performance on the validation set:

$$O^{dec.-level}_{i,v,a} = \frac{1}{\sum_n t^n_i \cdot o^n_i},$$

where $i \in \{v, a\}$ ($v$ stands for valence, $a$ stands for arousal), $t^n_i$ is equal to the Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC), $\rho_i$, for valence or arousal, computed on the validation set, with $n$ denoting the CNN-1RNNs or CNN-3RNNs; the CCC has been the evaluation criterion of the OMG-Emotion Challenge, taking values in $[-1, 1]$ and is defined as follows:

$$\rho_i = \frac{2s_{i,xy}}{s^2_{i,x} + s^2_{i,y} + (x_i - \bar{y}_i)^2},$$

where $i \in \{v, a\}$, $s_{i,x}$ and $s_{i,y}$ are the variances of the valence/arousal labels and predicted values respectively, $x_i$ and $y_i$ are the corresponding mean values and $s_{i,xy}$ is the covariance value.

6 Network Training Details
In the following, we provide further information regarding the parameters used in the developed architectures (learning rate, dropout probability value, batch size, sequence length), the loss function that was formulated for our problem and the series of post-processing steps that were applied to the obtained estimates of valence and arousal.

6.1 Implementation Details
In all developed CNN, CNN plus RNN and CNN plus Multi-RNN architectures, dropout with 0.5 probability value was applied on the fully connected layers that were on top of the convolutional and pooling layers of CNN networks (VGG-FACE, ResNet-50 and DenseNet-121). Additionally, dropout with 0.8 probability value was applied after the first GRU layer of the RNNs.

For training our CNN networks, different sequence sizes were used, ranging from 40 to 100, with the size of 80 frames providing the best results. In the CNN plus RNN and CNN plus Multi-RNN cases, we used a batch size of 4 and sequence length of 80 consecutive frames. When training the CNN architectures, the learning rate was chosen to be $10^{-4}$.

When training end-to-end the CNN plus RNN architectures, the learning rate was either $10^{-4}$ or $10^{-5}$; when training them, keeping their respective CNN parts fixed, it was $10^{-3}$. All networks were trained using Tensorflow on a Quadro GV100 Volta GPU and the training time was about a day.

6.2 Objective Function
Since the evaluation criterion of the OMG-Emotion Challenge was the CCC, our loss function was based on that criterion and was defined as:

$$\mathcal{L}_{total} = 1 - \frac{\rho_a + \rho_v}{2},$$

where $\rho_a$ and $\rho_v$ are the CCC for the arousal and valence.

6.3 Post-Processing
Finally, for all investigated methods, a chain of post-processing steps was applied. These steps included: i) median filtering of the - per frame - predictions within a sequence and ii) smoothing of the - per utterance - predictions (especially to those that consisted of too few frames). Any of these post-processing steps was kept when an improvement was observed on the CCC over the validation set, and applied then, with the same configuration to the test partition.

7 Experimental Results
In all conducted experiments, best results were obtained when the final estimates were the median of the, per frame, valence and arousal estimates within a sequence. In all developments, we trained the DNNs with the training set, evaluated them on the respective validation set and selected the best networks according to the validation performance. There were no significant differences between training the DNN multiple times and then averaging the predictions, or using a 10-fold cross validation.

We examined to include a level of encoding for matching the size of landmarks with the size of the CNN features before fusing them. We first passed the 68 landmarks to a fully connected layer of 512, 1024, or 2048 units and then fused this output with the features extracted from the CNN. However, we did not notice any significant difference in performance, although the developed architectures were more complex and bigger in terms of learnable parameters.

7.1 CNN-RNN Component Analysis
Table 3 shows the performance of the developed CNN, standard CNN plus RNN, CNN plus Multi-RNN and ensemble architectures, pre-trained on the Aff-Wild2 database, with and without the post-processing steps described in Subsection 6.3 (for all networks: $p$-value $\leq 10^{-20} \ll 0.05$). The VGG-FACE has achieved the best performance compared to the ResNet-50 and DenseNet-121 networks. This is expected as the VGG-FACE network has been pre-trained with a large dataset for face recognition (many human faces have been, therefore, used in its construction), thus better filters are already established in comparison to the ResNet-50 and DenseNet-121 that have been pre-trained on objects. Additionally, after further pre-training on Aff-Wild2, a better tuning of these filters is attained in the VGG-FACE case.
Additionally, AffWildNet and DenseNet-RNN networks achieved a better performance than all CNN networks. The former networks are standard CNN plus RNNs in which the RNN is used in order to model the contextual information in the data, taking into account temporal variations and thus a better performance is expected.

One can also note that both CNN-1RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc and CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc exhibit a much improved performance (between 6% and 10% on average) when compared to CNN plus RNN architectures. This validates the sense that low-level CNN features together with high-level ones provide useful information for our task. Additionally, CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc outperformed CNN-1RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc showing that it is better to exploit the low- and high-level features’ time variations via RNNs, independently, and then concatenate them, rather than concatenate them first and process them through the use of a single RNN.

Table 3 validates that using the ensemble methodology is better than using a single network. This is because different networks produce quite different features; fusing them exploits all these representations that include rich information. It can also be observed that Model-level fusion method has a superior performance compared to that of the Decision-level one, since the features from different networks that are concatenated, contain richer information about the raw data than the final decision. In particular, in Model-level fusion, we concatenate these features and pass them through an RNN and the whole ensemble is trained end-to-end and optimized so that the concatenation of features can provide the best overall result. Moreover, in Model-level fusion, a better performance is achieved when a RNN, instead of a fully connected layer, is used for the fusion.

One can also notice that the post-processing steps helped to achieve a better performance, mainly in valence estimation. The median filter size that we used was 81 for valence (similar to the sequence length), whereas only 3 for the arousal. The arousal window size was small, but, when it was increased, the performance decreased. Our final observation is that the performance of the networks in arousal was worse than their performance in valence. This is expected because we only used the visual modality for training our networks; for arousal the audio cues appear to include more discriminating capabilities than facial features in terms of correlation coefficient; this conclusion confirms previous findings [46].

In the following, we compare the performance of the best performing networks of Table 3 with post-processing to that of networks trained from scratch, or being pre-trained with the Aff-Wild or the Aff-Wild2 database. Table 4 presents the results of this comparison. The Aff-Wild2 database, due to its big size and emotion diversity, boosted the performance of all networks pre-trained with it, in comparison to the performance of the networks trained directly with the OMG-Emotion set. This was also the case when we pre-trained the networks with the Aff-Wild database. Overall, networks pre-trained with the Aff-Wild2 achieved a better performance in comparison to networks pre-trained with the Aff-Wild database.

Between CNN-1RNN and CNN-3RNN types of architectures, a better performance was acquired when using the latter one. Next, we present an ablation study on extracting different CNN low-, mid- and high-level features in CNN-3RNN networks. Table 5 compares their performance (in all cases: p-value ≤ 10⁻⁵⁵, ≪ 0.05). The first four rows of Table 5 show the performance of networks where a combination of low-, mid- and high-level features are extracted, whereas the next rows show the performance of networks where only low-, or only mid-, or only high-level features are extracted. Let us note that worst performances among all these types of networks were obtained when features were extracted from mid- CNN levels (convolutional layers 6-9). Generally, best performances were obtained when features were extracted from high- and from low-levels. The optimal combination (that provided the best performance) was through the use of CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc. One more observation is that low-level features (convolutional layers 3-5), especially when combined with high-level, significantly affected the performance in predicting both valence and arousal.

Next, we present an ablation study on the use of landmarks as additional input to various networks. Table 6 compares the performance of the CNN-1RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc, CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc and Model-level Fusion + RNN networks when the landmarks are and are not used as additional input. In all cases, using landmarks increases their performance by 1.2% - 1.9%.

Finally, to give more insight on the performance of the best CNN-3RNN (CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc), we analyzed its performance at different parts of the 2D Valence-Arousal Space. Table 7 presents the obtained valence and arousal performance in terms of Mean Squared Error (MSE) across 4 different regions of this Space. It can be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Pre-trained from Scratch</th>
<th>Pre-trained on AffWILD</th>
<th>Pre-trained on AffWild2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN-1RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc</td>
<td>0.371 (0.210)</td>
<td>0.419 (0.276)</td>
<td>0.449 (0.303)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc</td>
<td>0.385 (0.192)</td>
<td>0.448 (0.302)</td>
<td>0.472 (0.329)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-Level Fusion + RNN</td>
<td>0.431 (0.265)</td>
<td>0.491 (0.342)</td>
<td>0.535 (0.385)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE 3: CCC based evaluation, on the OMG test set, of valence & arousal predictions provided by various networks when: they are trained from scratch or are pre-trained with the Aff-Wild and Aff-Wild2 databases. A higher CCC value indicates a better performance. |
|-------------------------|-------------------------|------------------------|-------------------------|
| Methods                  | With (Without) Post-processing | CCC                  |
| Valence                  | Arousal                  |                        |
| VGG-Face                 |                          | 0.378 (0.341)          | 0.205 (0.193)           | 0.291 (0.277) |
| DenseNet-121            |                          | 0.365 (0.350)          | 0.191 (0.184)           | 0.278 (0.267) |
| ResNet-50                |                          | 0.359 (0.344)          | 0.195 (0.189)           | 0.277 (0.267) |
| AffWildNet              |                          | 0.407 (0.390)          | 0.224 (0.215)           | 0.317 (0.305) |
| DenseNet-RNN            |                          | 0.394 (0.378)          | 0.211 (0.209)           | 0.303 (0.294) |
| CNN-1RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc |              | 0.449 (0.441)          | 0.305 (0.297)           | 0.376 (0.369) |
| CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc |              | 0.472 (0.463)          | 0.329 (0.322)           | 0.401 (0.393) |
| Decision-Level Fusion    |                          | 0.501 (0.482)          | 0.332 (0.321)           | 0.417 (0.402) |
| Model-Level Fusion + FC  |                          | 0.518 (0.500)          | 0.348 (0.328)           | 0.433 (0.414) |
| Model-Level Fusion + RNN |                          | 0.535 (0.512)          | 0.365 (0.340)           | 0.450 (0.426) |

| TABLE 4: CCC based evaluation, on the OMG test set, of valence & arousal predictions provided by various networks when: they are trained from scratch or are pre-trained with the Aff-Wild and Aff-Wild2 databases. A higher CCC value indicates a better performance. |
TABLE 5: Effect on CCC (on the OMG test set) of using features from different layers in the CNN-3RNN case. All networks are post-processed & pre-trained on Aff-Wild2. A higher CCC value indicates a better performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CNN-3RNN</th>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>Arousal</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8th conv + last pool + fc</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th conv + last pool + fc</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd pool + last pool + fc</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd conv + 7th conv + fc</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>last conv + last pool + fc</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th conv + 7th conv + 8th conv</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th conv + 8th conv + 9th conv</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd conv + 4th conv + 5th conv</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 6: Effect on CCC (on the OMG test set) of (not) using landmarks as additional input to various networks. All networks are post-processed & pre-trained on Aff-Wild2. A higher CCC value indicates a better performance. V,A stand for Valence and Arousal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CCC</th>
<th>Without Landmarks</th>
<th>With Landmarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN-3RNN</td>
<td>V: 0.429, A: 0.291</td>
<td>V: 0.444, A: 0.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd-pool_last-pool_fc</td>
<td>V: 0.227, A: 0.236</td>
<td>V: 0.227, A: 0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-level Fusion + RNN</td>
<td>V: 0.524, A: 0.382</td>
<td>V: 0.535, A: 0.386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2 Submissions to the OMG-Emotion Challenge

For the OMG-Emotion Challenge each team was allowed to have up to 3 submissions. We have submitted the CNN2-1RNN and CNN-3RNN-last_conv_last_pool_fc pre-trained on Aff-Wild models’ predictions without post-processing (submission I) and with post-processing: either with median filtering (submission II) or with median filtering and smoothing (submission III; our best one). More details regarding our submissions can be found in [30].

7.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Art

Here we compare the performance of our best networks to the performances of state-of-the-art methods submitted to the OMG-Emotion Challenge. The authors of [59] developed the VNet and ANet models. VNet is a SphereFace [38] network, followed by a BLSTM, followed by a temporal pooling and the output layer. ANet is a VGG16 network with average pooling and accepts as input STFT maps extracted from the audio. In their fusion, the features extracted from VNet’s temporal pooling and ANet’s average pooling layers, are concatenated and passed to the output layer.

The authors of [59] developed two models. In the first model, denoted as openSMILE + LSTMs, features extracted from audio using openSMILE were passed through six 2-layer LSTMs, each predicting valence, arousal or both; the final prediction was their average. In the second model, denoted as VGG-FACE-BLSTM, the visual modality was used; frames from the utterances were passed through a fixed and pre-trained VGG-FACE followed by a 2-layer BLSTM that gave the final valence prediction.

The authors of [63] developed both single and ensemble networks, consisting of three models. In the first model, denoted as Single Multi-Modal, acoustic features were extracted using openSMILE; visual features were extracted from a fixed and pre-trained VGG16 followed by 1-layer LSTM with attention mechanism; visual and acoustic features were passed into an SVM that performed the final predictions. The second model was similar to the first and extracted similar visual and acoustic features, but it also extracted acoustic features from SoundNet. All these features were passed to an SVM that performed the predictions. The late fusion of the two afore-mentioned models, is denoted as Ensemble I; the final predictions were a weighted sum of the models’ predictions. The third model was an end-to-end trained VGG16 followed by 1-layer LSTM with attention mechanism that takes as input only visual data. The late fusion of the three developed models, is denoted as Ensemble II; again the final predictions were a weighted sum of the models’ predictions.

Table 8 shows that our Model-level Fusion + RNN method outperforms all other methods -even those that have been trained using the audio modality as well- on both the valence and arousal estimation. Table 8 also shows that the CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc outperformed all state-of-the-art networks, regardless whether they additionally used the audio modality, except for: i) the Single Multi-Modal method that outperformed it on average by 0.015 (however this network used the audio modality as well; since the audio and speech contribute more to arousal estimation, this small difference is justified) and ii) Ensembles I and II, which are a fusion of many different networks that used the visual and audio modalities and thus again the difference in performance was expected.

TABLE 8: CCC based evaluation, on the OMG test set, of VA predictions provided by our best performing networks vs the state-of-the-art. V,A stand for valence and arousal. A higher CCC value indicates a better performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>CCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VNet [50]</td>
<td>V,A: visual</td>
<td>0.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANet + VNet [50]</td>
<td>V,A: audio + visual</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openSMILE + LSTMs, VGG-FACE-BLSTM [59]</td>
<td>A: audio, V: visual</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openSMILE + LSTMs, VGG-FACE-BLSTM + [59]</td>
<td>A: audio, V: audio</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openSMILE + LSTMs [59]</td>
<td>V,A: audio</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Multi-Modal [59]</td>
<td>V,A: audio + visual</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble I [63]</td>
<td>V,A: audio + visual</td>
<td>0.496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble II [63]</td>
<td>V,A: audio + visual</td>
<td>0.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last-pool_fc</td>
<td>V,A: visual</td>
<td>0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-level Fusion + RNN</td>
<td>V,A: visual</td>
<td>0.535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

seen that better results have been obtained in the region with high arousal and positive valence; however the obtained MSE are not far away from the MSE across the whole 2D Valence-Arousal Space.

TABLE 7: Valence and Arousal MSE in areas of the 2D VA Space for the best CNN-3RNN. A lower MSE indicates a better performance. V,A stand for Valence and Arousal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2D VA/Space</th>
<th>V ∈ [-1,1]</th>
<th>V ∈ [0.5,1]</th>
<th>V ∈ [0,1]</th>
<th>V ∈ [-1,0)</th>
<th>V ∈ [0.5,0)</th>
<th>V ∈ [0,0.5)</th>
<th>V ∈ [0,-1)</th>
<th>V ∈ [0.1,0]</th>
<th>V ∈ [-0.1,0]</th>
<th>V ∈ [0,-0.1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN-3RNN-2nd-pool_last_pool_fc</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.024</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.045</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.045</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.015</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.010</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.010</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.010</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.010</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.010</td>
<td>MSE-V = 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-level Fusion + RNN</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


8 Conclusions
This paper presented the development of novel architectures for predicting valence-arousal, by utilizing the OMG-Emotion dataset. The proposed approach was based on visual information and achieved very good performance when tested on the OMG-Emotion test set. In the developed networks, features extracted from low-, mid- and high-CNN layers were either concatenated and fed to a single RNN, or processed by RNN subnets and then concatenated. Moreover an ensemble approach was proposed; the Model-level fusion through a RNN produced the best results. All developed networks were first pre-trained on the rich and large Aff-Wild or Aff-Wild2 databases.
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